Effects of two different levels of computerized decision support on blood glucose regulation in critically ill patients.
Although the use of computerized decision support systems (CDSS) in glucose control in the ICU has been reported, little is known about the effect of the systems' operating modes on the quality of glucose control. The objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of providing patient-specific and patient non-specific computerized advice on timing of blood glucose level (BGL) measurements. Our hypothesis was that both levels of support would be effective for improving the quality of glucose regulation and safety, with patient specific advice being the most effective strategy. A prospective study was performed in a 30-bed mixed medical-surgical intensive care unit (ICU) of a university hospital. In phase 1 the CDSS provided non-specific advice and thereafter, in phase 2, the system provided specific advice on timing of BGL measurements. The primary outcome measure was delay in BGL measurements before and after the two levels of support. Secondary endpoints were sampling frequency, mean BGL, BGL within pre-defined targets, time to capture target, incidences of severe hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia. These indicators were analyzed over the course of time using Statistical Control Charts. The analysis was restricted to patients with at least two blood glucose measurements. Data of 3934 patient admissions were evaluated, which corresponded to 119,116 BGL measurements. The BGL sampling interval, delays in BG sampling, and percentage of hypoglycemia all decreased after introducing either of the two levels of decision support. The effect was however larger for the patient specific CDSS. Mean BGL, time to capture target, hyperglycemia index, percentage of hyperglycemia events and "in range" measurements remained unchanged and stable after introducing both patient non-specific and patient specific decision support. Adherence to protocol sampling rules increased by using decision support with a larger effect at the patient specific level. This led to a decrease in the percentage of hypoglycemia events and improved safety. The use of the CDSS at both levels, however, did not improve the quality of glucose control as measured by our indicators. More research is needed to investigate whether other socio-technical factors are in play.